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NEW QUESTION: 1
When a Profiler or Enterprise Profiler receives flow over its
licensed capacity what happens?
A. This limit is alarmed but flow capture is maintained until
%110 of capacity is reached.
B. Profiler/Enterprise Profiler is entered into ICE (In Case of
Emergency) mode to add 20% flow capacity.

A total of 6 hours in ICE is licensed by default.
C. Flows over the flow limit are dropped.
D. Only source, destination, and total bites are entered into
the database for over limit flows.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
According to fraud tree, cash has three following schemes:
A. Skimming, cash larceny and fraudulent disbursements
B. Fraud analysis, skimming and cash misappropriations
C. Cash distribution, skimming and fraud analysis
D. Cash larceny, cash distribution and fraudulent disbursements
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the effect of running repos.py with the -delete option
on an existing repository?
A. The repository will be unmounted, and all virtual machines
on the repository will be migrated to other available
repositories.
B. The repository will remain mounted, but it will no longer be
available using the repos.py -list command.
C. The repository will remain mounted, but all files in the
volume will be deleted.
D. The repository will be unmounted, and the virtual machines
will remain on the unmounted volume.
E. The repository will be unmounted, and all virtual machines
on the unmounted volume will be deleted.
Answer: E
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